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A B S T R A C T
Contamination of raw poultry meat with foodborne pathogens could occur because of improper handling at
primary production and slaughterhouse levels. Low microbial prevalence data often consists of a high amount of
non-detections (zero positives), so a flexible framework is required to characterise the underlying microbial
distribution and conduct reliable inferential statistics. Thus, the objective of this work was to evaluate the
performance of zero-inflated binomial (ZIB) regression models to describe the effects of sampling site (carcass,
thigh, breast, wings) on the measured incidences of Salmonella, Listeria monocytogenes and Staphylococcus aureus
on chicken meat. For each pathogen, four regression models based on the zero-inflated binomial ZIB (p, w0)
distribution were fitted to the presence/absence data with sampling site as covariate and random-effects due to
sampling occasion either in the binomial probability (p) or in the extra-proportion of non-detections (w0). For the
three pathogens, the sampling site exerted a greater effect on w0 than on p itself, with breast bearing the lowest
prevalence estimates of Salmonella spp. (mean: 0.88%; 95% CI: 0.02–1.95%) and S. aureus (mean 1.48%; 95% CI:
0.01–4.00%). The fitting capacity of the models was further improved when random effects due to sampling
occasion were placed in w0 (deviances decreased from 146.7–156.7 to 140.2–140.6). This would imply that,
theoretically, the variability in pathogens’ occurrence from batch to batch mainly arises from the variability in
non-contaminated zones. At any sampling site, the mean prevalence was estimated as 1.35 (95% CI: 0.15 – 2.70)
for Salmonella, 2.11 (95% CI: 0.04 – 5.63) for L. monocytogenes and 2.36 (95% CI: 0.04 – 5.12) for S. aureus.
Sampling performance analysis showed that wings were mostly suitable to detect Salmonella and S. aureus with
higher probability (0.016 and 0.035 respectively), while for L. monocytogenes, sampling of thigh could be more
effective (0.032).
1. Introduction
Consumption of poultry meat remains popular worldwide due to its
convenience, availability and balanced chemical composition in com-
parison with other types of meats (Farrell, 2013). However, microbial
contamination of raw poultry meat could occur as a consequence of
improper handling at primary production and slaughterhouse levels
(Pasquali et al., 2017). Enteric pathogens can be present at farm level
(i.e. cross-contamination between flocks, animal breeding, faecal con-
tamination etc.) and further transmitted to the poultry chain during
slaughterhouse operations, distribution, retail marketing, preparation
and consumption (Dookeran et al., 2012; Schäfer et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2018). Management of hazards transmitted to humans by
consumption of chicken meat is therefore of major health and economic
significance.
Regarding the most implicated biological hazards, Salmonella pre-
sented the highest levels of non-compliance in poultry meat intended to
be eaten cooked with 6.45% of single samples and 6.0% of batches in
2016 (EFSA, 2017). Poultry meat has also been implicated as a vehicle
in the transmission of L. monocytogenes (Carpentier and Cerf, 2011;
Alonso-Hernando et al., 2012) given its ability to grow at refrigeration
temperatures in raw chicken meat (Sahu et al., 2017). The presence of
L. monocytogenes has been reported in chicken breast (8.64%) and
chicken thigh (44.19%) in poultry slaughter plants (Schäfer et al.,
2017). Similar levels were found by Elmali et al. (2015) in broiler wing
meat samples (45%) highlighting seasonal differences in prevalence
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levels. Lastly, Staphylococcus aureus and their methicillin-resistant
strains (MRSA) are also associated to contaminated raw chicken pro-
ducts because of direct exposure during breeding, slaughtering, pro-
duction, storage and distribution phases (Oniciuc et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2018). Antibiotic resistant S. aureus strains can be found in
poultry meat (18.18%) showing some of them multidrug resistance
(Akbar and Anal, 2013).
An adequate statistical characterization of the distribution of mi-
croorganisms in batches of food are helpful to risk assessors and food
safety managers, both to set and evaluate the performance of safety
targets so that the number of contaminated batches before consumption
is reduced (Reich et al., 2018). However, when attempting to describe
the frequencies of most food-borne pathogens, the statistical distribu-
tions should be able to account for the data over-dispersion (var-
iance>mean) often produced by a high proportion of negative results.
In the case of microbial counts data, previous research has demon-
strated that heterogeneous Poisson distributions and their zero-inflated
variants are far more suitable to characterise low bacterial concentra-
tions in foods than the simple Poisson or lognormal distributions
(Gonzales-Barron et al., 2014; Gonzales-Barron and Butler, 2011a,
2011b). As observed with counts data, prevalence data of pathogens
can also comprise a high number of non-detections; that is, no positive
samples out of a total sample size. If such over-dispersed prevalence
data were mistakenly represented by a single binomial probability
(from a binomial distribution), the frequencies of non-detections would
be underestimated, which will in turn produce biased risk assessment
estimates. Ways of tackling over-dispersed prevalence data are by
producing variability in the binomial probability (i.e., for instance by a
beta-binomial distribution), by inflating the proportion of non-detec-
tions (i.e., a zero-inflated binomial distribution), or both. Whichever
the strategy, a closer statistical depiction of pathogens of low occur-
rence in foods will not only lead to more accurate risk assessment
models and sampling strategies but will also serve as a basis for the
conduction of appropriate inferential statistics beyond the common
assumption of a binomial or normal data distribution (Gonzales-
Barron et al., 2014). Thus, the objective of this work was to introduce a
modeling framework to conduct inferential statistics on microbial pre-
valence data that fail to approximate to a binomial distribution due to
the high proportion of non-detections. As an illustration, we will eval-
uate the performance of zero-inflated binomial regressions models to
assess the effects of sampling site (carcass, thigh, breast, wings) on the
measured incidences of Salmonella spp., L. monocytogenes and S. aureus
on chicken meat. For this aim, a number of fixed- and random-effects
models were evaluated and compared in terms of goodness-of-fit and
predictability. Finally, the appropriateness of the zero-inflated binomial
estimates in the design and assessment of the performance of sampling
plans was discussed.
Fig. 1. Histograms of frequency of the observed incidence of Salmonella spp. (top left), Listeria monocytogenes (top right) and Staphylococcus aureus (bottom) from
sampling chicken breast (white), carcass (light grey), thigh (dark grey) and wings (black bars) at a production facility.
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2. Material and methods
2.1. Sampling of chicken carcasses and microbiological analyses
Chicken samples from carcasses, collected before jointing, and
thigh, breast and wings, collected after jointing, were taken monthly
from January 2014 until December 2016 from a Spanish slaughter-
house. In each of the 36 sampling visits, six to twenty chickens were
sampled and they were assumed to belong to the same production batch
(i.e., 36 batches). According to the month of the survey, year's season
(i.e., spring, summer, autumn or winter) was another variable anno-
tated in the data set.
A portion of each sample (25 g) was obtained after processing (be-
fore packaging) by excising the external surface with a sterile scalpel
and transferring the material into a sterile sample bag. Samples were
transported at refrigeration conditions to the laboratory for microbial
analysis. Analyses were carried following ISO methods for each pa-
thogen (ISO 6579 for Salmonella spp. (ISO, 2002), ISO 11290–1 (ISO,
2017) and -2 (ISO, 2004) for L. monocytogenes and ISO 6888 for S.
aureus (ISO, 1999)).
In most of the sampling visits or batches (∼86%), Salmonella, L.
monocytogenes or S. aureus were not detected in any of the samples. At
an individual-sample basis, bringing together the four chicken sites,
these pathogens were detected in 16 out of 1,330 samples, 31 out of
1,326 samples and 27 out of 1277 samples, respectively. Batch-level
observed microbial incidences are shown by sampling site and pa-
thogen in Fig. 1, whereby the total sample size n taken from a batch, per
visit, varied from 6 to 20 (∼10 samples on average).
2.2. The zero-inflated binomial model
In its simplest form, the binomial distribution models the number of
successes s (i.e., samples that tested positive for a pathogen) in a se-
quence of n independent experiments (i.e., total sample size drawn from
a bigger population), each of which yields positive with a probability p.
If such probability is assumed invariable in time, the probability of
obtaining s positive samples from a sample size n at every sampling visit
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In a binomial regression model, the binomial probability p is al-
lowed to change (pi) as a function of a vector of covariates X, where β is
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The prevalence data of pathogens is normally characterised by a
high percentage of non-detections, which may not be accounted for by
the restricted variance of the binomial distribution (variance<mean).
To model this excess of non-detections, a mixture of two distributions
was considered: a degenerate distribution for the non-detections and a
standard binomial distribution. This type of distribution is called zero-
inflated binomial (ZIB), and it assumes that the individual incidence
can originate from two stochastic processes: one process will always
have a count of zero (i.e., none of the samples testing positive; s= 0),
while the other will follow a binomial distribution which is also re-
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where g is the probability mass function corresponding to the binomial
distribution. Notice from the above equation, that a non-detection
(s=0) can arise from the fixed-zero group with a probability w0 or
from the binomial distribution g with a probability 1-w0. Thus, w0 can
be regarded as the extra proportion of non-detections arising from
sampling sites that are “free of contamination", assuming that a nega-
tive result is a “true” negative. The membership of the fixed-zero group
is estimated by a probability w0, which is calculated by a logit trans-
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2.3. Zero-inflated binomial (ZIB) regression models
Although it is not technically incorrect to fit four separate ZIB dis-
tributions of a specific pathogen to the data from each of the four
sampling sites; in order to meet the objective of this study – which is to
illustrate how to conduct inferential statistics on over-dispersed mi-
crobial prevalence data – a regression framework with sampling site as
covariate was instead employed. In such a framework, as the effect of
sampling site is to be tested, the results from the four different sampling
sites must be combined into a single regression model for a given pa-
thogen. A number of ZIB regressions were preliminarily evaluated, yet
the most parsimonious and interpretable are presented, as follows:
2.3.1. Model 1: ZIB with fixed-effects in the binomial probability p
Suppose that all products sampled from the same “batch” originate
from the same flock and, therefore, are either contaminated or not;
while chicken products (i.e., carcass, breast, thigh and wings) in a
contaminated batch have different inherent probabilities of being po-
sitive. Thus, mathematically, this model assumes that the sampling site
does not have any effect on the extra proportion of zeros w0 but affects
the binomial probability p. Some sites can be thought of being more
frequently contaminated than others. As no variability due to annual































where the covariate S is a categorical variable denoting sampling site,
with k=4 classes: wings, breast, carcass and thigh. The effect βk of
each sampling site k is calculated as a fixed-effects term; this is, as an
average effect of all batches.
2.3.2. Model 2: ZIB with fixed-effects in the extra-proportion of non-
detections w0
Now, suppose that chicken products are handled differently at
slaughter such that decontamination is different for each product, but
the prevalence across contaminated batches of the products is similar.
Then, mathematically, this model assumes that the underlying binomial
probability p (i.e., prevalence of pathogens) is common for all the
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sampled batches of chicken. However, the extra proportion of non-de-
tections w0, which ultimately affects our observed mean prevalence
from the batches, depends upon the sampling site. Some chicken sites
can be thought of being more frequently “free-of-contamination” (i.e.,
higher proportion of non-detections w0) than others. The fixed-effects






























The effect γk of each sampling site k is calculated as a fixed-effects
term; this is, as an average effect of all batches.
2.3.3. Model 3: model 2 with random-effects in the extra-proportion of non-
detections w0
This model also estimates a common binomial probability p for all
the batches. However, it does not only allow for a different extra pro-
portion of non-detections according to sampling site but also extracts
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where the random effect uj models the shift in the intercept γ0, assumed
to be a realisation from a normal distribution with mean zero and
standard deviation σu. The subject of variation of these random effects
is sampling occasion j, which, depending on the pathogen under study,
could be either batch or year's season. The selection of the subject of
variation was based on model's stability.
2.3.4. Model 4: model 2 with random-effects in the binomial probability p
In this regression model, the binomial probability p is no longer
fixed but can take different values uj depending on the sampling oc-
































where, again, the subject of variation of the random effects uj is sam-
pling occasion, represented by batch or season – whichever leads to a
more stable model. The random effects uj follow a normal distribution
with mean zero and standard deviation σu.
2.4. Model fitting
The four models were fitted to each of the three microbial data sets
using the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique via WINBUGS
1.4.3 (MRC Biostatistics Unit Cambridge). The MCMC technique was
chosen because it makes the adjustment of complex models relatively
simple and enables the estimation of predictive distributions with ac-
curacy. Models were specified by (i) the log-likelihood function Eq. 6)
making use of the “zero-trick” approach (Ntzoufras, 2009), (ii) the logit
functions (Eqs. 7, 8 or (9) depending on the type of regression model,
and (iii) the distribution of priors. In fitting each model, two MCMC
simulations were run for 30 000 iterations each with two sets of po-
tential initial values for the model parameters. Once the chains were
tested for convergence to equilibrium, the Deviance Information Cri-
terion (DIC) was obtained. Posterior means, standard deviations, 95%
credible intervals and Monte Carlo (MC) errors were obtained for the
model parameters allowing for a burn-in period of 4000 iterations (i.e.,
statistics computed with the results from iteration #4001 until #30
000). The suitability of a model against another as inferred by their DIC
values has been explained in Gonzales-Barron and Butler (2011a). In
relation to the prior distributions used, most model parameters had
non-informative priors. Uniform distributions or beta (1,1) were used as
priors of the zero-inflated probability w0 (Model 1) and the binomial
probability p (Model 2). In the case of the standard deviation σu of the
random effects (Models 3 and 4), the non-informative prior used for the
precision (1/variance) was a gamma(0.01,0.01) so that the precision
would be very low, and therefore the standard deviation very high
(high uncertainty). The priors used for the fixed effects βk (Model 1) and
γk (Models 2, 3 and 4) were normal distributions with mean zero and a
low precision of 0.001. In this way, the posterior distributions for the
model parameters were then set to be driven basically by the log-like-
lihood function (Eq. 6). Additionally, estimates of mean prevalence for
each sampling site and overall mean prevalence at any site were di-
rectly computed from the MCMC script for every pathogen.
2.5. Performance of sampling plans
Once output distributions had been characterised, cumulative dis-
tributions were computed in MS Excel. Then, the probability of de-
tecting a positive sample was calculated for each pathogen based on the
mean prevalence estimated by the model showing the best fit to data
observed. The number of samples (n) to reject batches at specified
probabilities (p) was estimated at each microbial limit, following the
methodology stated by Whiting et al. (2006). For a two-class attributes
sampling plan with sample size n and different values of c (maximum
permitted number of samples exceeding the microbial limit, being in
this case set to 0), the probability of rejection (r) followed a binomial
distribution and was calculated as follows:
= − −r p1 (1 )n (11)









3. Results and discussion
The data sets of the three pathogens had in common a high pro-
portion of non-detections (s=0). A summary of the observed in-
dividual sampling results per pathogen and product type is shown in
Table 1. The individual prevalence was lower for Salmonella spp.
(1.20%) comparing to that obtained for Listeria (2.34%) and S. aureus
(2.11%). Observed results at batch level are represented in Fig. 1.
Salmonella spp. was the pathogen least frequently detected in poultry
meat (90.9% non-detections at batch level), while L. monocytogenes and
S. aureus were not detected in 85–86% of the batches; although in
general the frequency of non-detections were conditional upon the
sampling site. The histograms of the observed incidence, drawn based
on the probability estimate  =p s n/i i i from every sampling visit or batch
i, suggested that the statistical representation of these prevalence data,
Table 1
Summary of the observed individual sampling results (number of positives (s)
and total number of samples (n)) per each product type and pathogen tested.
Sampling site Pathogen
Salmonella L. monocytogenes S. aureus
Carcass s=2; n=255 s=7; n=255 s= 5; n=245
Wings s=6; n=256 s=2; n=252 s=8; n=239
Thigh s=7; n=505 s=17; n=505 s=12; n=490
Breast s=1; n=314 s=5; n=314 s=2; n=303
Total s=16; n=1330 s=31; n=1326 s=27; n=1277
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and any inferential statistics thereof, ought to be based on a more
flexible approach than the basic logit model (i.e., binomial distribu-
tion), so that the high proportion of non-detections could be accounted
for Fig. 1.
3.1. Adequacy of zero-inflated binomial (ZIB) regression models
As a strategy to account for the high proportion of non-detections,
two zero-inflated processes were initially contemplated: the zero-in-
flated binomial (ZIB, with two parameters as shown in the previous
Section) and the zero-inflated beta-binomial (ZIBB, with an additional
parameter characterising the degree of variability in the “unknown”
binomial probability). When fitted to the data without any covariates or
random-effects, the ZIB distribution was not different, in terms of fitting
performance, from the ZIBB distribution for describing the occurrence
of Salmonella (DIC 102.6 for ZIB and 103.2 for ZIBB), L. monocytogenes
(DIC 162.0 for ZIB and 161.8 for ZIBB) and S. aureus (DIC 149.8 for ZIB
and 150.4 for ZIBB; results not shown). For this reason, the regression
models testing the effect of sampling site on microbial prevalence were
all based on the simpler ZIB distribution.
To illustrate the difference between the standard binomial and the
ZIB distribution – the underlying distribution of the regression models
presented in this work, consider a ZIB process of known parameters
ω0=0.8 and p=0.25. Suppose that from every batch, ten samples are
withdrawn (n=10), and that the total sampled batches are 100. The
expected histogram of frequencies of the number of positive samples s
from such ZIB process is shown in Fig. 2. The mean proportion of po-
sitive samples from the ZIB process would be (1-ω0)× p=0.05. That
is, the probability that a sample taken from that process be positive for
a given pathogen is 0.05. If we described such a process using a stan-
dard binomial distribution with p=0.05, it will become obvious that
the binomial renders a poor fit despite both distributions having the
same expected value (Fig. 2). Thus, the underlying parameter p that
represents the contaminated fraction in a ZIB distribution can accu-
rately describe the “true” occurrence of the pathogen, which can find
numerous applications in risk assessments and sampling plans’ design.
Consistently, for the three data sets, the sampling site was found to
exert greater effect on the extra proportion of non-detections w0 (Model
2) than on the binomial prevalence p (Model 1). Notice that having the
same number of parameters, Model 2 yielded lower DIC values than
Model 1 for Salmonella (89.4 as opposed to 104.5; Table 2), L. mono-
cytogenes (159.0 as opposed to 163.7; Table 3) and S. aureus (136.1 as
opposed to 151.3; Table 4). According to Model 1, the extra proportion
of non-detections w0, which cannot be accounted for by the binomial
process, was high at 55.4% (95% CI: 7.8 – 84.4%) for Salmonella, 57.8%
(95% CI: 22.7 – 76.8%) for L. monocytogenes and 53.2% for S. aureus
(95% CI: 13.9 – 76.2%). The broad confidence intervals shown above
implied that w0 presented a high variability likely to originate from the
different sampling sites. Thus, some sampling sites would be more
contamination-free than others. In fact, Model 2 was capable of de-
picting such differences when the fixed effects of sampling site were
placed on w0. For this reason, Model 2 became the basis model for
testing the significance of random effects due to sampling occasion
(Models 3 and 4).
With an additional parameter – standard deviation of the random
effects located either in the extra proportion of zeros (w0) or in the
binomial probability (p), the random-effects models 3 and 4 were fitted.
Although for the three microorganisms, the addition of random-effects
did not improve the DIC values, the better capacity of the random-ef-
fects models to describe the pathogens’ occurrence data was deduced
from the lower deviances of Models 3 and 4 in comparison to those of
the simpler Model 2, particularly when modelling the occurrence of L.
monocytogenes (deviances 140.6 and 143.4 as opposed to 156.7;
Table 3) and S. aureus (deviances 140.2 and 141.9 as opposed to 146.7;
Table 4). Both random-effects models evidenced the significant effect of
sampling site on the extra proportion of non-detections. Analysis of the
values of γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 fitted by Models 3 and 4 suggests that the
extra proportion of non-detections followed, for the three pathogens,
the decreasing order breast> carcass> thigh (numerically, not always
statistically significant), which ultimately produced mean prevalence
values following the increasing order breast< carcass< thigh. For
both Salmonella spp. (Table 2) and S. aureus (Table 4), wings produced
the lowest extra proportion of non-detections, significantly different
from the other sites. Accordingly, higher mean prevalence values were
found on wings for Salmonella (0.0161; 0.0144) and S. aureus (0.0347;
0.0243) when fitting Models 3 and 4, respectively. In the case of L.
monocytogenes (Table 3), carcass (γ1) and thighs (γ4) produced the
lowest proportions of extra non-detections – not statistically differing
one from another; hence yielding the highest mean prevalence values
according to Model 3 (0.0327 and 0.0315, respectively) and Model 4
(0.0243 and 0.0226, respectively). While it is true that, in practical
terms, “non-contaminated 25-g units” may not provide sufficient con-
fidence about the “contamination-free” status of the larger sample they
represent (carcass, thigh, wings or breast), still the fact that Model 2
described the observed incidence data better than Model 1 consistently
for the three pathogens, may suggest that “clean patches” occur more
frequently in some chicken parts (breast, carcass) than others (wings,
thigh), which probably arises from contamination patterns during
processing and handling. These results are consistent for L. mono-
cytogenes with those reported by Schäfer et al. (2017) where higher
prevalence levels were detected in thigh than in breast chicken samples.
Nevertheless, this assumption can be tested in the future by increasing
the representativeness of the sample, either by taking more 25-g units
from the same chicken or by using surface swabbing methods.
In terms of fitting performance, for the three pathogens, Model 3
consistently produced lower deviance and DIC values than Model 4
Fig. 2. Expected histogram of frequencies of the number of contaminated sam-
ples (s) out of a total of 10 sample units, taken from 100 production batches,
whose microbial contamination is assumed to follow a zero-inflated binomial
process (ω0=0.8; p=0.4; in grey bars). A binomial probability function with
the same expected mean value is shown for comparison (in white bars).
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while extracting a greater amount of variability due to sampling oc-
casion (as implied by the considerably higher estimates of σu in Tables
2, 3 and 4). Despite the fact that the variability in w0 had been ac-
counted for by the sampling site, there still remained significant re-
sidual variability in w0 to accommodate the random effects due to
sampling occasion or batch (σu=3.23 for Salmonella, σu=6.51 for L.
monocytogenes and σu=4.95 for S. aureus). In other words, under a
zero-inflated binomial assumption, most of the between-batch varia-
bility in the occurrence of pathogens lay in the process producing the
extra proportion of non-detections (i.e., zones with absence of con-
tamination) than in the binomial probability itself. In fact, the addition
of a random-effects term to the binomial probability extracting be-
tween-batch variability did not considerably improve Model 3 (results
not shown).
Apart from the goodness-of-fit criteria, to further compare the per-
formance of Models 3 and 4, the prevalence observations pi were
averaged by sampling site for each of the three pathogens and com-
pared to their respective mean prevalence values estimated from Model
3 and 4 (Tables 2–4). Fig. 3 shows that the estimates from Model 3
approximated better to the observed mean prevalence values than those
from Model 4. In most cases, Model 4 produced lower mean prevalence
estimates than Model 3, while for higher mean prevalence levels
(prevalence∼0.04), Model 4 underestimated the observed mean pre-
valence values to a greater extent than Model 3. It is probable that the
zero-inflated binomial assumption no longer holds as non-detections
become less frequent (i.e., lower proportion of extra non-detections).
When contamination levels are higher, and hence binomial prob-
abilities become more variable, more complex models such as the zero-
inflated beta-binomial may be more suitable.
Among all models tested, the zero-inflated binomial model with
random-effects in the extra proportion of non-detections (Model 3)
provided a good representation of the occurrence of the three patho-
gens on chicken meat. With such a model, the mean prevalence at any
sampled site (breast, carcass, thigh or wings) was estimated as 0.0135
(95% CI: 0.0015 – 0.0270) for Salmonella, 0.0211 (95% CI: 0.0004 –
0.0563) for L. monocytogenes and 0.0236 (95% CI: 0.0004 – 0.0512) for
S. aureus. Significantly higher prevalence levels were reported by the
EFSA Zoonoses Report; for Salmonella (6.45%) and by Akbar and
Anal (2013) and Thapaliya et al. (2017) for multidrug resistant S.
aureus strains in poultry meat. Differences in prevalence with other
studies can be attributed to the number of samples collected in our
study and deviations in the analytical methodologies used for pathogen
detection in comparison with other works which can yield under-
estimated prevalence levels (Reiter et al., 2007). Other related factors
Table 2
Mean parameter estimates and MCMC errors (in brackets) of the zero-inflated binomial regression models fitted to the occurrence data of Salmonella spp. on chicken
meat. Additional estimates of mean prevalence and 95% CI are also shown.
No. parameters Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4




























































Mean deviance 102.1 102.6 101.6 102.7



















































a,b,c,dDifferent superscript letters denote statistical differences in intercept shifts between sampling sites.
*Computed from the intercepts β0 and γ0 without considering the effect of sampling site.
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such as the slaughterhouse capacity, hygienic conditions during dres-
sing, evisceration and chilling can influence on pathogens’ transmission
through the poultry chain (Reich et al., 2018).
3.2. Performance of sampling plans
The ZIB approach provides a binomial parameter p (probability of a
positive result among the contaminated fraction) that can be readily
used in the design of sampling plans. Taking the example presented
above (Fig. 2), under a standard binomial assumption, the required
number of samples to fail with a probability of 0.95, and an overall
prevalence of 0.05 would be 58 (Eq. 12). Yet, if we were only interested
in failing batches with contamination, the parameter p (0.25) from the
ZIB distribution should be instead used in Eq. 12. By doing so, only 10
samples would be needed.
Performance of sampling plans was first assessed by using the mean
prevalence values from the model showing the best representation of
the data (Model 3: ZIB model with random-effects in the extra pro-
portion of non-detections). If a target probability of acceptance is set at
0.05 (95% probability of rejecting the batch), wings were the sampling
site where higher probability of detection was obtained for both
Salmonella spp. (n=185 samples) and S. aureus (n=85 samples). In
contrast, for L. monocytogenes, thigh was the sampling site showing
higher probability of detection (n=94 samples for rejecting the batch
at 95% confidence). The obtained number of samples was calculated
from the estimated prevalence values for wings given by Model 3 in
Tables 2 – 4. When considering the binomial p values calculated from
the ZIB models for the different pathogens, a substantial reduction in
the number of samples tested would be achieved in comparison to the
estimated prevalence per sampling site. For Salmonella, Listeria and
Staphylococcus spp., the number of samples needed using the ZIB model
to reject poultry batches at 95% certainty (regardless of sampling site)
were 155, 55, and 71 respectively. For those sampling sites showing a
higher proportion of non-detects, even greater savings would be ex-
pected by using Model 3 assumption. For instance, the estimated
Salmonella spp. prevalence for breast is 0.0088 from Model 3 (Table 2).
Thus, to reject batches at 95% certainty, the required number of sam-
ples would be n=339, while assuming the binomial p value for any
product the number of samples would still be n=155. This clearly
shows the usefulness of the ZIB model in the improvement of sampling
plan performance, considering that microbial contamination present in
any part of the chicken carcass would lead to batch rejection (or at least
a hygiene warning). It should be noted that sampling plans could serve
here as a verification tool since lower number of samples implies higher
Table 3
Mean parameter estimates and MCMC errors (in brackets) of the zero-inflated binomial regression models fitted to the occurrence data of Listeria monocytogenes on
chicken meat. Additional estimates of mean prevalence and 95% CI are also shown.
No. parameters Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4




























































Mean deviance 158.8 156.7 140.6 143.4



















































a,b,c,dDifferent superscript letters denote statistical differences in intercept shifts between sampling sites.
*Computed from the intercepts β0 and γ0 without considering the effect of sampling site.
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Table 4
Mean parameter estimates and MCMC errors (in brackets) of the zero-inflated binomial regression models fitted to the occurrence data of Staphylococcus aureus on
chicken meat. Additional estimates of mean prevalence and 95% CI are also shown.
No. parameters Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4




























































Mean deviance 146.5 146.7 140.2 141.9



















































a,b,c,dDifferent superscript letters denote statistical differences in intercept shifts between sampling sites.
*Computed from the intercepts β0 and γ0 without considering the effect of sampling site.
Fig. 3. Site-specific mean prevalence estimates derived from the zero-inflated binomial models 3 and 4 as contrasted with averages calculated from observations for
the occurrence data sets for Salmonella spp. (Salm), L. monocytogenes (L.m.) and S. aureus (S.A) on chicken meat.
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uncertainty in rejecting a batch.
The outcomes of the ZIB models can be readily used by food in-
dustries to improve sampling plans performance in order to increase the
rejection rate of non-compliant batches. The generated models can be
further implemented in an Excel spreadsheet and/or sampling software
so that microbial limits for defining a unit as defective or acceptable can
be set by risk managers to allow for proper decision-making and to be
able to identify need for improvement. In the above explained example,
the ZIB models yielded a lower number of samples to reject non-com-
pliant batches which can be well considered by food authorities when
setting national sampling surveillance programs in those food products
where a low microbial prevalence is expected.
4. Conclusion
The zero-inflated binomial (ZIB) assumption was appropriate to
describe low microbial prevalence data (< 4% mean prevalence), such
as those of Salmonella, L. monocytogenes and S. aureus in poultry meat;
and, furthermore, the assumption provided the basis for performing
inferential statistics by means of a ZIB regression. A random-effects ZIB
regression allowed the estimation of mean prevalence levels by sam-
pling site (i.e., carcass, wings, thighs and breast) within a single model.
In addition, under a ZIB assumption, it was found that most of the
between-batch variability in the occurrence of the three pathogens on
chicken meat lies in the process producing the extra proportion of non-
detections (viz. zones with absence of contamination) than in the bi-
nomial probability itself. With basis on an adequate description of
microbial contamination, sampling procedures of poultry meat can be
effectively addressed. Thus, performance of sampling plans represents a
potential application of the generated models for food safety assurance.
It was shown that the probability of detecting a positive sample of
Salmonella spp, and S. aureus is higher by collecting wings samples,
however, for L. monocytogenes thigh yielded more contaminated sam-
ples so that the probability of detecting a positive was higher. These
findings highlight the importance of zero inflated binomial models for
describing low microbial prevalence and for designing microbial sam-
pling plans.
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